PIERRE SAMUEL
A unique factorization domain (or UFD) is an integral domain in which every element 0 is, in an essentially unique way (i.e., up to units), a product of irreducible ones. In spite of the simplicity of this notion, many problems concerning it have remained open for many years. For example the fact that every regular local ring is a UFD has been coniectured in the early 40's, many partial results in this direction have been proved, but the general case has been settled only in 1959 by M. Auslander and D. Buchsbaum [1] . Another open question was as to whether a power series ring over a UFD is a UFD; W. Krull studied it in a paper of 1938, and termed the answer "doubtful" ("zweifelhaft") [3] ; we prove here that the answer to this question is negative. However, using the result of Auslander-Buchsbaum, we prove that a power series ring in any number of variables over a PID ("principal ideal domain") is a UFD. We also show, by counterexamples, that unique factorization is preserved neither by ground-field extension, nor by ground-field restriction.
I have received great help and stimulation from my friends M. Auslander, I. Kaplansky, and especially D. Buchsbaum. More particularly, Lemma 3.3 is essentially due to D. Buchsbaum, whereas the ideas leading to the proof of Theorem 2.1 came from discussions between him and me; after these discussions we arrived independently at a proof of this result.
Some preliminary results
In this paper all rings are assumed to be commutative and noetherian Let A be a noetherian domain; it is well known that the following conditions (UF. 7) For any two elements a, b of A, we havedh(Aa + Ab) <_ (where dh denotes the homological dimension of a module). We say that an element a of a ring A is prime if the ideal Aa is prime; any prime element is irreducible; the converse is true in a UFD (by (UF. 5)).
The following lemmas are known, but we state and prove them for the Since C is a UFD for every maximal ) [1] , and since C q C a n C b, q is a "locally free" C-module, i.e., a projective C-module (Remark 1.4). To prove that q is principal, we may, since X is prime in C, assume that X does not divide a or b (Lemma 1.5); then q/Xq q/(CX n q) (q -t-CX)/CX, and q/Xq is a projective ideal in A. Since For every prime element p of A, we shall denote by n, the normed valuation having A , as valuation ring, and set (1) n (u, v) ,(n,(uo) + n,(vo) ). 
Dividing by X we see that w belongs to Ru + Rv, and this proves Lemma 3.3.
We now come back to Theorem 3.2. For proving that Ru Rv is principal by induction on n(u, v), we may assume that u and v have no common factor, and also (by Lemma 1.5) that neither u nor v has a nontrivial constant factor.
Let s be a prime element of A, distinct from the prime divisors of u0 and v0 let S be the multiplicative system generated by s, and S' the set of all power series having their constant term in S. Since Here we use the fact thatp xandq y. We thus have (7) t + tx + tu tx + t:u. 
